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2021 is proving to bring some normalcy back in our lives.  After being closed for the entire 2020 
season due to the pandemic, we are thrilled to have been able to open on May 15th of this year.  
We waited to schedule receptions until we knew we could hold them safely.  On July 11, our 
first reception in a year and a half was held for Exhibition II, along with a reception for the 
Michael Stoffa Retrospective Show in the Gordon Grant Room.    
 
We want to thank Linda Cote for hanging in there for us for the duration of the pandemic.  She 
was responsible for the on-line exhibitions as well as over-seeing the creation of our new web-
site.  She truly kept NSAA alive and well during such a trying time.  Linda also set-up the jurying 
for the shows which was done on-line and was completed very easily.  She played a major role 
in the scheduling for this year as well.  Thank you so much, Linda, for all you have done for 
NSAA, not only this past year, but all the time you have been with us. 
 
We are also grateful to Kathy Staab, who volunteered to step down from the Board of Trustees 
so that she could help Linda and has been extremely helpful indeed.  Thank you, Kathy. 
 
The Gordon Grant Room opened with an Associate Show followed by a Michael Stoffa 
Retrospective.  Seven more solo shows have been scheduled for either the Gordon Grant Room 
or the Hallway.  A show for New Members will close the season in the Gordon Grant Room.  
 
There are three Exhibitions scheduled this year for the upstairs gallery along with the 
opportunity for both Artist and Associate members to “rent” a space on the gallery wall from 
Sept. 19-Oct. 23.  We are calling this show “Synergy”.  This is a wonderful way to end the 
season giving all members the chance to have a sizeable display of their work along side works 
created by their fellow members. 
 
A last thank you to all the NSAA members who participated in the on-line shows and have 
enthusiastically returned this year.   
 
  
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Bonnie Gray & Marion Hall 
Arts & Exhibitions Co-Chairs 

 


